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Abstract: The study investigated the impact of temperature extremes on carbon emissions (CE)
from crop production. (1) Background: Many scholars have studied climate extremes. However,
the research on the relationship between temperature extremes and CE is not extensive, which
deserves attention. (2) Methods: The study adopted a fixed-effect model to analyze the impact of
temperature extremes on CE from crop production, and the moderating effect was tested using total
factor productivity (TFP) in agriculture. (3) Results: Temperature extremes in Hebei Province were
mainly reflected in a decline in the cold day index (TX10p) and a rise in the warm spell duration index
(WSDI) and the number of summer days (SU25). Additionally, TX10p was positively correlated with
CE. For every 1% reduction in TX10p, CE dropped by 0.237%. There was no significant correlation
between WSDI and CE. Finally, the agricultural TFP had a significant moderating effect on CE, with
each 1% increase resulting in a corresponding 0.081% decrease in CE. (4) Conclusions: The results
indicated a warming trend in Hebei Province, which resulted in a decrease in the number of winter
days, and reduced CE from crop production. The improvement of input efficiency in agricultural
production factors helped moderate the CE.

Keywords: agricultural carbon emissions; temperature extremes; agricultural total factor productivity

1. Introduction

There have been frequent temperature extremes caused by climate change in recent
years, which have already received widespread attention from the international commu-
nity [1]. Many available studies that focused on climate extremes found that agriculture
is significantly affected by changes in climate [2]. Some scholars pointed out that farmers
and governments take actions to mitigate the impact of climate extremes on crop produc-
tion, such as increasing fertilizer and pesticide use and promoting agricultural machinery
upgrades. These actions lead to changes in carbon emissions (CE) from crop production.
For example, the excessive use of fertilizers and pesticides can increase additional CE,
while intensive agricultural machinery upgrades have the opposite effect [3–5]. Therefore,
agricultural CE could be severely affected by climate extremes, because the inputs of carbon
sources related to crop production will change to cope with the extremes. It has become
an international topic to study the impact of climate extremes on crop production CE, and
strengthen the construction of green agriculture [6].

Numerous researchers have investigated the frequency and intensity of climate ex-
tremes and analyzed the potential future trends. Research by Anemüller et al. illustrated
that the climate extremes in most land areas were mainly reflected in a significant decrease
in the frequency of cold nights and a significant increase in the frequency of warm nights [7].
Jiao et al. obtained similar results to Anemüller et al., and indicated that the warm index
and the index of temperature extremes were increasing, while the cold index and the index
of daily temperature range were decreasing in northern China [8]. However, there was no
significant extreme precipitation compared with extreme temperature in northern China,
because the northeast wind there was restricted, which was not conducive to water vapor
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transportation [9]. Meanwhile, a study showed that changes in temperature had more dra-
matic effects than changes in precipitation [10], making the impact of temperature extremes
on CE from crop production more important. Temperature extremes have continued to
occur in China over the past 50 years, mainly manifesting as an increase in the frequency
of warm extremes and a decrease in the frequency of cold extremes [11,12], especially in
Hebei, Sichuan, Hubei, where temperature extremes were more significant than in other
places [13]. Since crop production is highly dependent on the amount of cultivated land,
temperature extremes in Heilongjiang, Henan, Shandong, Inner Mongolia, and Hebei,
which are the top five provinces in China [14], were more valuable for research. The
province that satisfied the conditions of both a large cultivated land area and temperature
extremes is Hebei. Therefore, this study focused on the impact of extreme temperatures on
CE in Hebei Province, China.

Studies on agricultural CE have made considerable progress. The carbon emission
coefficient method has been widely used as a calculation method for measuring agricultural
CE in many studies [15–17]. Some scholars used carbon emission coefficients to calculate
Chinese CE and conducted driving factor analysis using the Logarithmic Mean Divisia
Index (LMDI) model [18]. Furthermore, some scholars pioneered the use of the life cycle
assessment method [19], ecosystem Lund–Potsdam–Jena model [20], and remote sensing
technology [21] for agricultural CE measurement. Fertilizer application [22], straw burn-
ing [23], and irrigation [24] were factors that directly affected the carbon emission levels of
crop production. In addition, agricultural development level, industrial structure, labor
force level [25], improvements in agricultural production efficiency, research, development
expenditure, government efficiency [26], and digital economic development [27] also had
significant impacts on CE.

As climate extremes increase in frequency, climate factors are gradually becoming an
undeniable factor influencing agricultural CE [28]. Climate extremes have not only led to
increased input of production factors by affecting crop growth with drought and pest infes-
tations [29], but have also harmed carbon absorption in land systems [30]. Strengthening
agricultural management and changing production methods are effective ways to mitigate
climate extremes [31]. There are several ways to make agriculture more adaptable to climate
extremes and improve the input efficiency of production factor, while reducing CE, such
as agricultural machinery upgrades [3], improving fertilizers and water sources [32], soil
management to improve the carbon sequestration capacity of cultivated land [33], and
the use of soil microbial response mechanisms to various climate changes [34]. The use of
multiple crop rotations and intercropping can also alleviate the effects of high temperatures
and droughts by maintaining soil moisture, thereby reducing CE caused by irrigation
energy consumption [35]. However, some studies also found that climate extremes did
not necessarily lead to an increase in CE. For example, extreme high temperatures in
Switzerland reduced pesticide use by 11.5%, with a subsequent reduction in CE caused by
pesticide use [36]. Similarly, research in Hebei Province found that local climate extremes
were related to low-carbon agricultural efficiency, and temperature and precipitation had a
positive impact [37].

The various measures mentioned above, such as upgrading agricultural machinery,
improving fertilizers, water-saving irrigation, rational use of pesticides, and adopting new
planting methods, are all aimed at optimizing production factor input efficiency to reduce
carbon source usage, while mitigating the pressure of climate extremes on CE. Agricultural
total factor productivity (TFP) is a common indicator for measuring agricultural production
factor input efficiency and a specific manifestation of the development of agricultural
productivity [38]. There have been some indications that the continuous improvement
of TFP promotes the transformation of the agricultural development mode, gradually
changing from extensive to intensive [39]. Long-term adjustments to production factors
such as fertilizers and machinery could improve agricultural environmental adaptability to
reduce CE [40].
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The above studies showed that climate extremes, particularly temperature extremes,
influence agricultural CE from crop production. However, research on the relationship
between them within the context of the current increasingly severe temperature extremes
has not been extensive. How do temperature extremes affect CE from crop production?
Could the current crop production models effectively bear out the CE changes brought
about by significant temperature extremes? These are matters of great concern for ensuring
food security and agricultural economic stability. Based on previous research findings, this
study focused on Hebei Province as the research subject, because it is the only province
in China that satisfies two conditions: it is among the top five provinces in China in
terms of arable land area and has already experienced temperature extremes. For research
purposes, this study used extreme temperature indices to study the relationship between
temperature extremes and CE from crop production in Hebei Province, China. Then, TFP
was introduced as a moderating variable to analyze whether changes in the input efficiency
of production factors could moderate the CE changes caused by temperature extremes.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Hebei Province is located in the North China Plain (36◦05′ N–42◦40′ N, 113◦27′ E–
119◦50′ E) (Figure 1a), with a total area of 188,800 km2, surrounding Beijing and Tianjin, and
is divided into 11 prefecture-level cities. Due to its four-seasonal climate and geographical
location, Hebei Province has become an important crop-producing area in China and an
important promotion area for China’s East–West Economic Belt. According to the Hebei
Rural Statistical Yearbook, the main crops in Hebei Province include rice, wheat, corn,
millet, soybeans, potatoes, sweet potatoes, etc. This study focused on the CE of these crops.
The mean temperature in January is below 3 ◦C, and in July it ranges from 18 ◦C to 27 ◦C.
The mean annual temperature (MAT) is approximately 12 ◦C (Figure 1b). The MAT is
slowly rising, excluding the marked decline between 2010 and 2013.

2.2. Data Description

The research period was from 2001 to 2020. Based on research needs, this study
selected temperature data, CE factors consumption of crop production data, and other
CE-related factors data in 11 prefecture-level cities in Hebei Province. The temperature
data used in this study were supplied by the China Meteorological Science Data Sharing
Service [41]. The original data were daily site data, and the sites were distributed in various
parts of Hebei Province. The following steps were used to obtain daily temperature data
of prefecture-level cities, covering all areas of the city: (1) The original data were cleaned
using Python to retain the values of latitude, longitude, and average daily temperature.
(2) The exhibition points were reprojected, and the daily data were interpolated using the
inverse distance weighting method. (3) According to the administrative division, the data
were divided into statistics and stitched together to obtain the daily temperature data of
each city. CE factors consumption of crop production data and other CE-related factors
data came from the Hebei Rural Statistical Yearbook from 2002 to 2021 [42].

2.3. Data Processing
2.3.1. Calculation of Climate Indexes

This study referred to the extreme climate indexes set by the 10 Expert Team on Climate
Change Detection and Indices [43] to measure temperature extremes. Jiang and Kim et al.
both used these indexes to conduct extreme climate researches [44,45]. Rclimdex1.0 is used
to analyze the quality of the temperature data of cities and calculate 12 extreme temperature
indexes of 11 prefecture-level cities, which were classified into three categories, namely
relative threshold, absolute threshold, and extreme value [46] (Table 1).
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Table 1. Extreme temperature indexes and definitions.

Classification Name Id Definition Unit

Relative threshold

Cold Days TX10p Percentage of days when TX < 10th percentile Days
Cold Nights TN10p Percentage of days when TN < 10th percentile Days
Warm Days TX90p Percentage of days when TX > 90th percentile Days
Warm Nights TN90p Percentage of days when TN > 90th percentile Days
Warm Spell
Duration Index WSDI Number of days when TX > 90th percentile for at least

6 consecutive days Days

Cold Spell
Duration Index CSDI Number of days when TN < 10th percentile for at least

6 consecutive days Days

Absolute threshold
Frost Days FD0 Annual count when TN < 0 ◦C Days
Summer Days SU25 Annual count when TX > 25 ◦C Days

Extreme value

Max TX TXx Monthly maximum value of daily TX ◦C
Max TN TNx Monthly maximum value of daily TN ◦C
Min TX TXn Monthly minimum value of daily TX ◦C
Min TN TNn Monthly minimum value of daily TN ◦C

Note: TX is the maximum temperature, TN is the minimum temperature.
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The Theil–Sen slope is a non-parametric estimation method, which is often used to
analyze the changing trend in a certain element in a long-term series [8]. Its calculation
formula is as follows:

β = median

(
xj − xi

tj − ti

)
, 2001 ≤ i < j ≤ 2020 (1)

In this formula, median represents the median function; β represents the changing
trend of an extreme temperature index; xi and xj represent the sequence data of different
years; ti and tj represent the time series. When β > 0, it indicates that an extreme temperature
index is rising; when β < 0, the index shows a downward trend.

In the process of calculating the extreme temperature indexes, the significance degree
of the index can be obtained. Based on these, this study selected the extreme temperature
indexes required in future research. The more cities in which an extreme temperature index
is significant, the wider is the impact range of extreme temperature changes represented
by the index. This index also has broader implications for crop production and is an ideal
index to represent temperature extremes in Hebei province. To determine the most effective
indexes, the number of prefecture-level cities with a significant extreme temperature index
were counted, and the results are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The number of cities whose extreme temperature index passed the significance test.

From the figure, it can be seen that SU25, TX10p, and WSDI had significant changes in
most prefecture-level cities in Hebei Province. Among them, SU25 is an absolute threshold
index reflecting the extreme high temperature of summer; WSDI is a relative threshold
index reflecting the same content; and TX10p is a relative threshold index reflecting the
extreme coldness in winter. Both SU25 and WSDI are extreme temperature indexes for
high temperature phenomena in summer, but the threshold types are different. Therefore,
only one of them was selected. This study discarded SU25 and took TX10p and WSDI as
variables in the regression to measure extreme temperature changes in Hebei Province.
There were two reasons for this: (1) TX10p, like WSDI, belongs to the relative threshold
index, indicating that that Hebei Province mainly experienced relative changes. (2) Judging
from the number of prefecture-level cities with significant changes, TX10p is larger than
SU25, and the scope of the influence of TX10p is wider.

2.3.2. Calculation of Carbon Emissions

Many scholars believe that the CE from crop production is largely derived from the
input production factors brought by the main agricultural activities. These input production
factors are generally considered to be the CE factor [18,47]. Hence, this study selected six
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CE factors and employed the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) carbon
emission coefficient method, which has been widely adopted by researchers to calculate
the CE from crop production [48]. According to the emission coefficient of CE factors
released by Chinese and foreign laboratories, an assessment of CE from crop production
was conducted (the emission coefficient of the six major CE factors multiplied by the
consumptions of these CE factors). A comprehensive breakdown of each carbon emission
coefficient along with their respective sources is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Carbon emission factors from crop production, coefficients, and sources.

Factors Coefficients Sources

Fertilizer 0.8956 kg C/kg Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Pesticide 4.9341 kg C/kg Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Agricultural film 5.1800 kg C/kg
Institute of Resources, Ecosystem and
environment of agriculture, Nanjing

Agricultural University

Diesel fuel 0.5927 kg C/kg Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change

Plowing 312.60 kg C/hm2 College of Agronomy and Biotechnology,
China Agricultural University

Irrigation 266.48 kg C/hm2 Huaping Duan [49]

The estimation formula of CE from crop production is:

E = ∑ Ei = ∑ TiKi (2)

A set of variables was introduced to calculate CE. E represents the total CE from crop
production; i in the subscripts of Ei, Ti, and Ki represents the ith of the six CE factors; Ei
represents the CE from crop production associated with the ith CE factor; Ti is used to
represent the input amount of the ith CE factor; Ki represents the carbon emission coefficient
of the ith CE factor.

Utilizing Formula (2), we calculated the panel data of the annual CE of 11 prefecture-
level cities, by adopting the CE factors data from the Hebei Rural Statistical Yearbook from
2002 to 2021. The CE factors are listed in Table 2. These data of CE factors were obtained
from the annual inputs of fertilizers, pesticides, agricultural films, diesel, plowing, and
irrigation for crop production in 11 prefecture-level cities in Hebei Province, which were
disclosed in the Hebei Rural Statistical Yearbook. Next, these panel data of CE calculated by
Formula (1) were used as dependent variables in the Formulas (3)–(5) to study the impact
of temperature extremes on CE.

2.4. Research Methods
2.4.1. Fixed Effect Model

The study design drew on the model setting ideas advanced by other scholars [50],
designed the main model as a fixed effect estimation model of panel data [51], and selected
control variables with reference to the research of Tian et al. [18], as follows:

lnCit = αi + λt + β0 + β1ln TX10pit + β2lnWSDIit + β3EIit + β4CIit + β5SIit + β6LABit + εit (3)

In the formula, Cit represents the CE from crop production and serves as the dependent
variable of the model after taking the logarithm; i represents prefecture-level cities in Hebei
Province; t is the time interval; αi represents the individual effect of each city, and λt
represents the time effect; TX10pit and WSDIit take the logarithm as the core dependent
variables, which are used to reflect the extreme temperature changes in prefecture-level
cities in Hebei Province; EIit, CIit, SIit, and LABit are model control variables; εit is a random
disturbance item, and βj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) is a parameter to be estimated.
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The selection of control variables was based on the Kaya identity, which was formally
proposed at the IPCC International Symposium [52]. Since then, the method of using the
LMDI factor decomposition method has been commonly used to decompose the influencing
factors of CE. Based on the Kaya identity [53], the study used the following factors as the
control variables affecting agricultural CE: (1) agricultural efficiency (EI), which is the ratio
of the total CE from crop production to the total output value of crops; (2) agricultural
structure (CI), which is the ratio of the total output value of crops to the total output value
of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, and fishery; (3) agricultural economic level (SI),
which is the ratio of the total output value of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, and
fishery to the scale of agricultural labor; and (4) the scale of agricultural labor (LAB), which
is the total workforce engaged in agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, and fishery.

2.4.2. Fixed Effect Test

Before the empirical analysis could be performed, it was necessary to test whether
there were serial correlations and heteroscedasticity in the variables. The results showed
that there were serial correlations and heteroscedasticity in the disturbance term; therefore,
it was necessary to use an appropriate estimation method to remove these influences from
the regression analysis. The outcome of the test is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Serial correlation and heteroscedasticity test results.

Serial correlation F = 164.618 Prob > F = 0.000 exist

Heteroscedasticity chi2 = 136.970 Prob > chi2 = 0.000 exist

It was essential to determine the suitability of a fixed effect model. The null hypothesis
was proposed as H0: pool model, and the individual fixed effect test was carried out. When
performing the individual fixed effect test, F = 50.907 was greater than the critical value
2.341, corresponding to the 5% significance level. Therefore, there was an individual effect
to reject the null hypothesis pool model. The LR test result was 125.254, which was far
greater than the critical value of 30.144, corresponding to the 5% significance level of the chi-
square test, which also rejected H0. Furthermore, the time point fixed effect test was carried
out and the test result F = 34.220 was greater than the critical value 2.054, corresponding to
the 5% significance level. Additionally, the LR test statistic was 160.740, greater than the
critical value 18.307 and corresponding to the 5% significance level of the chi-square test,
which also rejected H0. There was therefore a double fixed effect of individual time point.
Finally, it was necessary to verify whether there were double fixed effects of individual
time points instead of random effects. The null hypothesis was a random effects model.
Due to the existence of serial correlation and heteroscedasticity, the modified Hausman
statistic was used with a result of Prob > chi2 = 0.000, which significantly rejected the null
hypothesis, indicating that there was a fixed effect.

2.4.3. Moderating Effect Model

As evidenced by previous research mentioned in the Introduction, temperature ex-
tremes can affect the input of agricultural production factors, subsequently influencing CE
from crop production. Fortunately, enhancing the input efficiency of production factors
could have offered an effective means of mitigating the CE change caused by temperature
extremes. Agricultural TFP is a common indicator for measuring input efficiency of agri-
cultural production factors. This study attempted to validate the moderating effect of TFP
on crop production. To this end, this study referenced research of Dong et al. and added
an interaction term to the two independent variables based on Formula (3) [50], which
incorporated the intersection of agricultural TFP and extreme temperature indexes, and
applied a series of formulas to test their efficacy:

lnCit = δ0 + δ1lnTX10pit + δ2lnTFPit + δ3lnTX10pit × ln TFPit + δ4EIit + δ5CIit + δ6SIit + δ7LABit + εit (4)
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lnCit = θ0 + θ1lnWSDIit + θ2lnTFPit + θ3lnWSDIit × ln TFPit + θ4EIit + θ5CIit + θ6SIit + θ7LABit + εit (5)

Since there were two independent variables reflecting extreme temperature changes,
the moderating effect was divided into two formulas. Formula (4) tested the moderating
effect of input efficiency of agricultural production factors on the duration of cold days
in winter, and Formula (5) tested the moderating effect of input efficiency of agricultural
production factors on the duration of hot days in summer.

In these formulas, TFP is the agricultural TFP, which was used to assess the input
efficiency of agricultural production factors. The higher the efficiency, the more advanced
the agricultural production mode and the less influence extreme temperature changes had
on CE. The value of TFP was the fixed reference Malmquist index under the assumption
of constant returns to scale. The output index utilized the gross value of agricultural
production, while the input indexes utilized labor force, chemical fertilizer, irrigation
and planting area, diesel oil, and agricultural film usage in each city. The cross-product
coefficients δ3 and θ3 are utilized in quantifying the moderating effect of agricultural TFP
on the relationship between temperature extremes and CE.

2.5. Variable Descriptive Statistics

Before carrying out the test of fixed effects and moderating effects, descriptive statistics
were performed on all variables, and the statistical results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Variable descriptive statistics.

Variable Mean Max Min Std.Dev.

Cit 109.500 14.030 254.804 59.958
TX10pit 10.062 1.100 21.740 3.440
WSDIit 3.695 0.000 30.000 6.209

EIit 0.582 0.131 1.615 0.290
CIit 0.536 0.323 0.725 0.075
SIit 3.231 0.478 8.403 1.741

Labit 132.869 66.693 321.106 59.560

3. Results
3.1. Changes in Extreme Temperature Indexes
3.1.1. Cold Days

Through an analysis of temperature data collected from prefecture-level cities in Hebei
Province over the years 2001 to 2020, it was determined that the annual variation in extreme
temperature was mainly reflected in three indexes: TX10p, WSDI, and SU25. Among them,
TX10p quantifies the number of days on which the highest temperature falls below the
10th percentile, mainly indicating the duration of winter with low temperatures during
the day. It could also be said that TX10p can represent the length of cold winter days to a
certain extent. Compared with TN10p, which measures the duration of winter using the
low temperatures at night, TX10p was more valuable in this study. Because daytime is the
main period for crop photosynthesis and growth, daytime temperature changes have a
greater impact on crop growth. Moreover, there was a statistically significant change in
TX10p in most cities, so focusing on the analysis of the changes in TX10p explained the
extreme temperature changes in Hebei Province in winter.

TX10p showed significant changes in nine prefecture-level cities in Hebei Province.
Among them, Shijiazhuang, Handan, Baoding, Cangzhou, Langfang, and Hengshui all
reached the 1% significance level. As shown in Figure 3, the extreme temperature index
TX10p of these six cities decreased at rates of 0.38 d/a, 0.352 d/a, 0.405 d/a, 0.375 d/a,
0.394 d/a, and 0.351 d/a, respectively. A reduction in TX10p indicates a reduction in the
number of days during winter, while an escalation indicates a rise in the number of days
during winter. The outcome revealed that Hebei Province had encountered a decline in cold
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days, thereby eliciting the phenomenon of a “warm winter”. The other three prefecture-
level cities reached a significant level of at least 10%, following the same trend. It could be
considered that most areas in Hebei Province have experienced a warming trend in winter.
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3.1.2. Warm Spell Duration Index

WSDI refers to the number of days on which the highest temperature was over the
90th percentile, and measures the number of days with continuously high temperatures in
summer. All prefecture-level cities in Hebei Province experienced significant changes in this
index: four prefecture-level cities reached a 1% significance level, four prefecture-level cities
reached a 5% significance level, and three prefecture-level cities reached a 10% significance
level. Figure 4 shows the changing trend of WSDI in eight prefecture-level cities with a
minimum 5% significance level, including Shijiazhuang, Tangshan, Qinhuangdao, Handan,
Xingtai, Baoding, Langfang, and Hengshui. The WSDI of these eight cities increased at
rates of 0.665 d/a, 0.675 d/a, 0.704 d/a, 0.522 d/a, 0.494 d/a, 0.600 d/a, 0.700 d/a, and
0.518 d/a, respectively. It can be seen from the figure that the WSDI has risen sharply in
various cities since 2016, indicating that the duration of high temperatures during summer
demonstrated a significant rise in most parts of Hebei.
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Combining Figures 3 and 4 with the above analysis content, it was determined that
since 2001, most areas in Hebei Province had experienced extreme temperature changes,
mainly manifested in the shortening of the duration of winter with low temperatures
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represented by TX10p, and the length of the duration of summer with continuously high
temperatures represented by WSDI. It was also found that both have relatively large
slopes, indicating that the extreme climate phenomena represented by these two indexes
underwent relatively large changes. However, there were differences between the two.
TX10p fluctuated and fell with a slope of about 0.35 d/a. WSDI rose rapidly from around
2016 with a slope of about 0.6 d/a.

3.2. Carbon Emissions from Crop Production

Figure 5 is a statistical chart of the total CE from crop production in Hebei Province
from 2001 to 2020. The total CE from crop production rose rapidly from 2001 to 2007, and
reached its peak at 7.897 million tons in 2007. After 2007, the total CE showed a downward
trend and began to decline rapidly in 2016. By 2020, the CE reached the lowest level during
the study period at 5.393 million tons. In 2004, there was a notable surge in the growth rate
of CE. The growth rate of CE reached the highest value of 19.88% in 2004, gradually began
to appear negative after 2006, and reached the lowest value of −11.46% in 2008, and then
remained at a low level.
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Since 2000, Hebei Province vigorously developed agriculture and pursued economic
growth, which directly led to an increase in CE. Zhou et al. pointed out that in the process
of pursuing agricultural economic growth, the degree of mechanization, the intensity of
chemical fertilizer application, and energy consumption were all important factors that
caused the increase in agricultural CE in Hebei Province [54]. Therefore, the rise in CE
from 2000 to 2007 was related to the low utilization rate of production factors under the
extensive production mode. In 2007, Hebei Province accelerated the pace of low-carbon
agriculture, implemented the “Double Thirty” project, and promoted low-carbon economic
and technological reforms [55]. The growth rate of CE had gradually turned negative, and
the total amount of CE remained in balance for a period. Especially after 2016, China paid
more attention to green agricultural production and ecological sustainable development.
The specific measures such as zero growth in chemical fertilizer use were implemented,
and CE began to show a clear downward trend.
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3.3. Agriculture Total Factor Productivity

It is generally believed that the higher the agricultural TFP is, the more scientific and
efficient the input method of agricultural production factors will be. Agricultural TFP was
used as the moderating variable of the model, and descriptive statistics research was needed
for it. According to the agricultural TFP of Hebei Province from 2001 to 2020 (Figure 6),
during 2001 to 2004, the agricultural TFP remained below 1. It increased significantly after
2005, and reached its first peak of 1.289 in 2008. Since 2008, it has remained between 1
and 1.2. From 2016 to 2020, with the continuous advancement of agricultural modern-
ization technology, the agricultural TFP once again achieved a breakthrough, reaching a
peak of 1.304 in 2020. Overall, the agricultural TFP of Hebei Province experienced rising
fluctuations.
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3.4. Temperature Extremes and Carbon Emissions

The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of temperature extremes on CE
from crop production in Hebei Province. Regression analysis of the individual time-point
double fixed effect model was carried out to obtain the results shown in Table 5. In order
to ensure the robustness and predictability of the regression results, six model processing
methods in Table 5 were adopted:

Model 1: Direct regression of the dependent variable and the independent variable, to
observe whether there is a direct relationship between the two.

Model 2: Ordinary least squares (OLS) is a basic parameter estimation method that
estimates the unknown parameters of a linear regression model by minimizing the sum of
squared residuals.

Model 3: Least squares dummy variable (LSDV) is a method for working with panel
data. The LSDV method introduces dummy variables (also known as fixed effects) based
on OLS to control individual fixed effects.
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Table 5. Fixed effect regression results.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

OLS LSDV Robust PCSE Random Effect

lnTX10p 0.193 ** 0.237 *** 0.237 *** 0.237 *** 0.237 ** 0.345 **

(2.420) (3.620) (3.370) (7.070) (2.500) (2.360)

lnWSDI −0.045 −0.047 −0.047 −0.047 −0.047 * −0.093

(−0.900) (−1.300) (−1.100) (−1.440) (−1.94) (−0.84)

EI 0.706 *** 0.706 *** 0.706 * 0.706 *** 2.822 ***

(2.710) (3.830) (2.040) (5.200) (9.880)

CI 0.943 ** 0.943 *** 0.943 0.943 *** 2.062 ***

(2.660) (3.290) (1.680) (4.600) (5.450)

SI 0.050 *** 0.050 ** 0.050 ** 0.050 *** 0.243 ***

(2.900) (2.100) (2.220) (3.740) (7.900)

LAB 4.09 × 10−6 4.09 × 10−6 4.09 × 10−6 4.09 × 10−6 0.006 ***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.010) (11.110)

Constant 2.800 *** 2.227 *** 2.227 *** 2.800 *** −1.025 *

(7.380) (7.410) (5.140) (9.810) (−1.820)

p-value: * Significant at 10%, ** Significant at 5%, *** Significant at 1%. t-statistic is in parentheses.

Model 4: Model 4 combines LSDV with robust standard errors for robust estimation.
Robust standard error is a modified standard error estimation method that better handles
heteroscedasticity or correlation in the data. Combining LSDV with robust standard errors
increases the robustness of the LSDV and reduces the impact of outliers or violations of
model assumptions on parameter estimates.

Model 5: Panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE) is a better fixed effect model than
the LSDV. Unlike the LSDV, which controls individual fixed effects by introducing dummy
variables, the PCSE corrects all possible serial correlations and heteroscedasticity using a
heteroscedasticity processing method to obtain a more robust estimate of the standard error.

Model 6: The corresponding random effect result serves as a reference for comparative
analysis.

According to the regression results in Table 5, the following results were obtained from
the core independent variable: the coefficient of the core independent variable lnTX10p
was 0.237, and passed the significance test at the confidence level of 1%. This showed
that in Hebei Province, for every 1% decrease in the index TX10p representing the dura-
tion of winter cold, CE from crop production would decrease by 0.237%. Another core
independent variable, lnWSDI, had a coefficient of −0.047, but was not statistically sig-
nificant. This showed that the index WSDI representing the duration of continuous high
temperature in summer, had little effect on CE. Based on the previous analysis of changes
in extreme temperature indexes from 2001 to 2020, it was concluded that the duration of
cold days in winter had shortened in the past two decades, leading to a decline in CE from
crop production.

Additionally, there was a noteworthy positive correlation between the CE from crop
production and the control variables, such as EI, CI, and SI. For every incremental ton/yuan
in agricultural efficiency, there was a corresponding 0.706% increase in CE; for every
incremental 1% in agricultural structure, there was a corresponding 0.943% increase in
CE; and for every incremental 1 yuan/person in agricultural output levels, there was a
corresponding 0.050% increase in CE. There was no notable outcome to support a correlation
between LAB and CE.
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3.5. The Moderating Effect of Agriculture TFP

Since WSDI in the fixed effect model was not significant, only the result of Formula
(4) is discussed here to analyze the moderating effect (Table 6). The result showed that the
coefficient of the interaction term was 0.318, and it passed the significance test at the 5%
confidence level. This indicated that agricultural TFP could significantly and positively
regulate the relationship between TX10p and CE. With every 1% increase in TFP, the impact
of TX10p on CE increased significantly by 0.318%. As the duration of low temperature in
winter in Hebei Province became shorter, the CE decreased accordingly, and the higher the
TFP, the more effectively the climatic conditions were utilized, further reducing CE.

Table 6. Moderating Effect Regression Results.

lnTX10p 0.081 *
(1.670)

lnTX10p × lnTFP 0.318 **
(2.580)

lnTFP −0.800 ***
(−2.790)

EI 0.495 ***
(6.560)

CI 0.816 ***
(4.440)

SI 0.022
(1.570)

LAB −5.78 × 10−5

(−0.080)
Constant 2.860 ***

(15.650)
p-value: * Significant at 10%, ** Significant at 5%, *** Significant at 1%. t-statistic is in parentheses.

4. Discussion

Most previous studies on the relationship between climate extremes and crop produc-
tion focused on the changes brought about by climate extremes on agricultural production
methods [31] and production factor inputs [29,35], and simply speculated that these changes
may affect CE. There were few studies that could directly use empirical data to prove the
impact of climate extremes on CE of crop production. Based on previous studies, this study
used extreme temperature indexes and CE data from Hebei Province between 2001 and
2020 to visually verify that TX10p had a significant positive impact on the CE from crop
production: the shorter the cold duration in winter, the lower the CE. Simultaneously in-
creasing TFP could enhance the effective use of climate change. These findings provided an
important reference for Chinese agriculture to improve the input efficiency of agricultural
production factors under changing climate conditions, make rational use of climate change,
and realize green agriculture.

4.1. Impact of TX10p on Carbon Emissions

The results of this study may not be consistent with the views of some scholars, who
believe that rising temperatures will cause the greenhouse effect, making it difficult for
crops to grow and requiring more CE factors to maintain normal crop production [30,56].
However, this is not necessarily true in all regions. Other studies showed that rising
temperatures lead to lower CE [36,37]. Hebei Province is located in northern China, with an
average temperature below 3 ◦C in winter and 18 ◦C to 27 ◦C in summer [57]. The optimal
temperature for plant growth is between 25 ◦C and 30 ◦C [58]. An increase in temperature
to a favorable degree could enhance crop growth by improving plant photosynthesis,
resulting in a reduced need for fertilizers and agricultural film. Therefore, a decrease in
TX10p could reduce CE caused by CE factor consumption. This result means that not all
temperature changes are harmful. When the extreme temperature index does not exceed a
certain maximum (or minimum) threshold, its change could have a certain positive impact
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on agriculture. Therefore, strengthening agricultural technology innovation and making
rational use of climate change could help ensure agricultural economy and food security.

4.2. Improvement of Agricultural TFP

Based on the research results, promoting better agricultural TFP not only facilitates the
reduction of CE from crop production, but also serves to mitigate the effects of temperature
extremes on CE. Therefore, accelerating the process of agricultural technology reform and
modernization and improving agricultural TFP are important aspects of adapting to climate
change and realizing green agricultural reform [24,59]. This study found that the TFP in
Hebei Province has gradually been increasing, but some scholars pointed out that there is
still an imbalance of TFP development in the region [60]. To promote the growth of TFP,
the core driving force is technological progress [61]. Some green agricultural technologies
are being widely promoted, such as the use of organic fertilizers to increase fertilization
efficiency CE [62], reducing the risk of pests caused by climate change through biological
controls to reduce the use of pesticides [63], and adopting new energy-saving irrigation
technologies to improve resource utilization [64]. Some studies pointed out that these
technologies gradually increased agricultural TFP in Hebei Province from 2000 to 2016 [60].
Therefore, actively promoting the development of green technology to improve the input
efficiency of agricultural factors could improve agricultural economic benefits and enhance
the ability to adapt to climate change [39].

4.3. Limitations

This paper has the following limitations: First, this study mainly focused on Hebei
Province, a major crop production area in China, to analyze the impact of temperature
extremes on CE. However, various climatic shifts in distinct areas have varying effects
on the agricultural CE within the respective localities. In future studies, the scope of the
research could be expanded to analyze these relationships in other regions. Second, There
are many greenhouse gases other than carbon dioxide that need attention [65]. This paper
did not discuss these greenhouse gases. Research on greenhouse gases such as methane,
nitrogen dioxide should be included in future work in order to more fully reflect the impact
of temperature extremes.

5. Conclusions

With the continuous emergence of extreme climates, China’s agriculture needs to
improve its ability to cope with extreme climates while developing. Therefore, it is very
important to use empirical data to intuitively prove the impact of temperature extremes on
agricultural CE. This research analyzed the temperature and CE data of 11 prefecture-level
cities in Hebei Province from 2001 to 2020 and employed a fixed effect model to examine
the impact of temperature extremes on the CE from crop production. Agricultural TFP
was used to measure the input efficiency of agricultural production factors to study the
moderating effect of TFP on the relationship between them. This research found that:

(1) Hebei Province has experienced extreme temperature changes in the past 20 years.
TX10p, WSDI, and SU25 underwent significant changes in most parts of Hebei
Province, and the temperature showed a warming trend.

(2) Temperature extremes exerted a substantial influence on CE, and the shorter the
duration of extreme cold in winter, the smaller the CE. Every 1% reduction in TX10p
reduced CE by 0.237%. However, the relationship between WSDI and CE was not
significant.

(3) The agricultural TFP had a notable positive moderating effect: the higher the in-
put efficiency of production factors, the more it positively moderated the impact of
temperature extremes on CE.

This research contradicted the inherent perception that temperature extremes would
lead to an increase in CE, and clarified the effective moderating effect of the input efficiency
of production factors. The results indicate that we not only need to save energy and reduce
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emissions but must also learn to better adapt to temperature extremes, which provides
theoretical support for the development of green agriculture.
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